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Predominantly, empirical, and theoretical research on psychiatric assistance dogs in the 

Netherlands is an evaluation of the impact an assistance dog has on the handler’s quality of 

life. One element central to this narrative is the construction of a service dog as medical tool, 

without which someone cannot function. Yet to look at service dogs as tools does not do  

justice to who these companion species are and what they mean to handlers: it ignores the 

importance of the human-canine attachment. The aim of this study is to move beyond investi-

gating the effectiveness of psychiatric assistance dogs as medical tools, and instead focus on 

how the handler-assistance dog bond is worked at, taking into consideration both human and 

canine strengths and vulnerabilities, to understand how animal assisted interventions beco-

me valuable for both species in daily practice. My research question is: How do handler and 

assistance dog work towards, and keep a bond? To investigate, I focused on behavior I can ob-

serve, how handlers and assistance dogs practice bonding. Besides, I did interviews with the 

handlers, practiced autoethnography, created works of art with my dog, and distributed a sur-

vey on Instagram with open-ended questions. From these inquiries, I conclude that the bond 

can best be described in terms of kinship. Furthermore, the handler works around a problem 

of translation by focusing on appreciation, and by acting upon existing norms. The labor that 

is done to work towards and keep a bond are, what I call, practices of love that assistance dog 

and handler do to each other. These practices include training, play, caring for each other’s 

bodies, and alerting to distress. The insights of this research suggest that an animal assisted 

intervention can still be valuable, in terms of kinship and who handler and dog become, even 

when its counterproductive as the intervention highlights, instead of reduces, some of the 

mental health problems for which handlers got their assistance dog in the first place. 
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Together with my dog Onyx I create works of art to explore the human-animal bond. 

Particularly the bond between assistance dog and handler. In doing so I’m crossing thresholds 

of what characterizes an assistance dog (e.g., performing tasks for the handler), and from what 

perspective an assistance dog is valued (e.g., whether the intervention is effective). I’m focu-

sing on mundane activities, for example, the activity of cutting and drying apple treats.1 The 

intention of Onyx is just as important as my own. Whenever we are out and about together, 

Onyx finds twigs, leaves, parts of objects humans left behind, and horse feces. I assist Onyx in 

collecting these items. In the process of choosing materials, I learn about Onyx’s boundaries 

and preferences, which objects I am allowed to work with, and which objects are of limit. The 

objects and norms attached to them become estranged from their natural habitat and connota-

tion. Together with Onyx I create a new repertoire of analyzing the way we relate whereby I 

look for shared concepts. To put this into words feels inaccurate, since our relating is based on 

tacit knowledge. This, unlike scientific modes of analyzing, is a vague, expressive, and embo-

died inquiry based on experience. I will use the word “idiosyncratic foraging” to describe this 

knowledge, with which I mean: the unusual way in which we get to know each other outside 

the more institutionalized training tracks of becoming assistance dog. We do so literally by 

collecting objects and figuratively by collecting knowledge about one another in a forest full 

of miscommunication. In this thesis, I point at what this knowledge I call “idiosyncratic fora-

ging” can teach us about the handler-assistance dog bond.

Chapter 3
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Around 6am Onyx, my 10-month-old Rhodesian Ridgeback companion, makes soft noises. 

mm. mMm. mm. The sounds are gentle. She is letting me know she is awake. I get up, get her 

10-meter leash, and take her out. As soon as we get to a path marked with trees on both sides, 

forming a boundary between the bicycle lane and the water, I command Onyx to sit, roll out 

the 10-meter leash and say: “rustig” [calmly]. I don’t want her to rapidly run off beyond those 

10 meters. I’m afraid she will then act as a devil to other species who are in breeding season. 

Onyx understands the “rustig” sign in combination with the tone of my voice, and calmly trots 

forward. Now if you think that at 6am there are no other people, you are mistaken. There are 

always the early bird runners. If I’m “lucky”, they run together with their companion species. 

The reason why I leave so early is to avoid other dogs that my dog cannot ignore. This morn-

ing I see a runner with dog coming. I quickly distract Onyx by giving her treats to search for, 

and I roll up the leash. In case she makes run for it, I better keep it short, otherwise she pulls 

the leash out of my hand with all her might. Onyx, with her 33 kg and athletic body, is stron-

ger than I am. For a moment my worries proof to be unnecessary. Onyx behaves well by wai-

ting with focus and without pulling. When the runner and dog have passed, I wait a couple of 

minutes before I roll out the full length of the leash again and put it on the ground. When I do 

so, I expect Onyx to stay near me, as she was doing already. Besides, I have good things for 

her: food, and toys. Yet Onyx makes her own decisions, and as soon as she finds a gap bet-

ween me and the leash, she makes run for it. I can’t step on the leash anymore. At approxima-

tely 25 miles per hour, she crosses a cycling lane and covers meters of land, following the 

scent of the runner’s Dutch Partridge Dog which is already out of sight.

  Feelings like rejection, fear, and horror rage through my body. This is one of those 

instances in which I can’t move, and I am unable to call out my dog’s name. In my mind I’m 

yelling “ONYX HERE”, but no sound comes out of my mouth. It may have been only a split 

second, after which I experience an unfamiliar strength; a deep sensation telling me I need to 

protect the dog whom I love. In an instant I blow the whistle that is hanging around my neck. 

Then Onyx turns around, and joyfully runs back to me in full speed. For the second time 
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Onyx crosses the cycling lane. I hold my breath… But nothing happens. 

 For any dog owner, the first months up to 1-2 years can be extremely challenging. As a 

human it may be hard to read- and effectively communicate with another species; balance 

needs and set boundaries as the dog matures from puppy, to adolescent, into adulthood. And 

for a dog it may be difficult to meet human expectations. Especially when those expectations 

are counter intuitive for the dog. 

  When I first met Onyx as a puppy, I was taught that Rhodesian Ridgebacks might dis-

play a “hunting instinct”, and that movement might be a big trigger for dogs who display this 

instinct. I recognize that movement triggers Onyx; when a runner passes by it seems  

extremely hard (by the tension her muscles display) for her to sit calmly besides me. And if 

the waiting is not rewarding, Onyx may follow her intuition in going after what she values 

most. This is not rocket science, as she is being led by her primary senses. 

  Looking back, I can see how the incident with the runner and her dog is crucial for 

understanding the bond I have with Onyx. Coming to understand what Onyx values, and sear-

ching for ways to channel her excitement, makes me a better caregiver and Onyx a satisfied 

dog. In the process of bonding we both must let go of something: Onyx of chasing the runner, 

and I of my perfectionism. In doing so we become someone in relationship to the other, that 

we are not at the beginning of our life together. Becoming assistance dog (and handler) requi-

res effort to attune and benefit both human-canine wellbeing.

  For me, attuning to my dog is very difficult, because in doing so I must deal with (un)

expected challenges. I’m perfectionistic, autistic, easily sensory overloaded, and I’m familiar 

with (mental) health problems. I’m trying my best to do everything “right”, taking societal 

norms into consideration. Not being able to coach my dog past another dog is not how it 

should be. Especially if Onyx is to become an assistance dog for me, which depends on 

whether she is considered fit for the job by canine behaviorists, amongst others. The term 

“assistance dog” is an umbrella term for all types of service dogs, i.e., guide dogs, hearing 

dogs, mobility assistance dogs, medical alert dogs for Addison disease, epilepsy, diabetes, or 

psychiatric assistance dogs for autism or post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) amongst other 

(Assistentiehonden | Stichting Kibo Medical Detection Dogs n.d.). Assistance dogs need to be 

particularly well-behaved to get public access. 

 An assistance dog is an animal-assisted intervention (AAI), designed for people with 

physical and/or mental “disabilities” (RDA 2019:4). AAI may be any intervention ‘that inten-
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tionally includes or incorporates animals as part of a therapeutic or ameliorative process’ 

(Chalmers and Dell 2015:1; Muñoz Lasa et al. 2011). 

 Due to an increase in AAI in the Netherlands, the Raad voor Dierenaangelegenheden 

(RDA) has been asked to write a report to advise the Dutch minister of Agriculture, Nature, 

and Food on responsibly implementing AAI (RDA 2019:4–5). The RDA investigates the use 

and necessity of AAIs and compares it to the infringement on animal wellbeing. Yet AAI’s 

necessity is not straightforward, for the effects on humans are hard to measure, making it dif-

ficult to compare AAIs’ necessity to the infringement on animal wellbeing (RDA 2019:7–9).

  According to journalist Laura Veneman, researchers in the Netherlands recently did 

find scientific evidence on assistance dog’s effectiveness to normalize the lives of policemen 

with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (Veneman 2022). The research is carried out by 

Radboud University in collaboration with the Police Academy: they compare values of regis-

tered brain activity of police with PTSD and a buddy dog, with police with PTSD and a pet 

dog, and someone without PTSD (ibid.). Researchers concluded a shift in brain activity values 

of police with PTSD and a buddy dog, towards the values of police without PTSD. Results of 

police with PTSD and a pet dog didn’t demonstrate the same effect (ibid.).

  Predominantly, empirical and theoretical research on psychiatric assistance dogs is an 

evaluation of the impact an assistance dog has on the quality of life of the handler. One ele-

ment central to this narrative is the construction of what a service dog is in comparison to a 

pet. According to professor of cultural studies Carla Jodey Castricano and associate professor 

of Sociology Lauren Corman, reports often describe the difference between pets, which can 

also be said to serve as emotional support animals; and service dogs through comparisons bet-

ween service animals and equipment like “assistive aids such as wheelchairs” (2016:270). 

What a wheelchair is to someone who can’t walk, is a service animal to someone with 

“equally impactful” yet different impairments. Service animals are thus constructed as a 

necessary medical tool, without which someone cannot function. 

  Yet to look at service dogs as tools may not do justice to who these companion species 

are and what they mean to handlers. Firstly, researchers in animal studies have noted it does 

not recognize the importance of human-canine attachment. Especially regarding handlers suf-

fering from anxiety disorders including PTSD. People who have experienced attachment 

trauma from unsafe and unstable relationships may not have ‘a secure base from which to 

explore and to which he can return, especially should he become tired or frightened’ (Bowlby 
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1977:204). Psychiatric assistance dog handlers may be familiar with interpersonal trauma, 

having experienced disturbed attachments to people. According to psychiatrist Bowlby an 

unsafe attachment can develop from positive experiences to a secure attachment. This can be 

extended from parent-child relationships to human-canine as the latter may come to resemble 

kin relationships (Howie, Fine, and Rojas 2019:303–306). Moreover, healthcare professionals 

and scholars specialized in animal-assisted interventions, Howie et. al., claim that both spe-

cies provide a source of emotional fulfillment for each other; ‘bonding behaviors, such as pet-

ting a dog, can enhance the attachment between the human and his/her dog’ (2019:305).

  Secondly, looking at service dogs as tools assumes that these dogs simply perform, 

without having a personality and choice of their own. Anthropologist Holland notes that 

assistance dogs do not work under conditions of their own design (2021:10). A difference in 

power dynamic is also mentioned by law scholar, anthropologist, and philosopher, Blattner 

and colleagues who emphasize the need for humane jobs for dogs, which means according to 

them that all types of canine labor are appropriate as long as the job matches the particular 

temperament of the service dog, and as long as the service dogs get time off from their duties 

(2020:36, 192). Researchers such as Blattner and colleagues illustrate that it is possible to 

attend to what animals value and appreciate. They claim that animals can express desires 

about whether they want to work, and ‘we can select those [dogs] who not only seek human 

company, but also desire the stimulation of being set tasks and problems to solve’ (2020:57). 

In this strand of literature, which is animal studies, there is a call for ethical compassion, ‘not 

because we share common features, but rather because of what we cannot share, our irrepara-

ble wounds and vulnerabilities that shape our worlds’ (Castricano and Corman 2016:291). 

The aim of this study is to move beyond investigating the effectiveness of psychiatric 

assistance dogs as medical tools, and instead focus on how the handler-assistance dog bond is 

worked at, taking into consideration both human and canine strengths and vulnerabilities, to 

understand how animal assisted interventions becomes valuable for both species in daily  

practice. The thesis starts with the setting of the research in which I explain who my research 

participants are, what are their characteristics, how did I get in contact, and where did we 

meet. I then share my theoretical orientation in which the concepts “becoming with” and 

“human-animal bond” are substantiated and in which the literature is discussed that helps me 

explore how this bond is worked at. I discuss my chosen methods to include animals in my 



research, ethical concerns, and limitations. What follows are three chapters and a conclusion 

in which the results of this research are assembled and discussed. The artistic research is  

inserted as a visual report in two separate signatures.
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In this chapter I first explain who my research participants are, what are their characteristics, 

how did I get in contact, and where did the research take place. Then I discuss the literature 

and the methods that help me to investigate the specificities of the human-animal bond. I dis-

cuss the ethical concerns of this study and how I dealt with those concerns, and finally I dis-

cuss the study limitations. 

Assistance dog teams

The research population consists of 23 psychiatric assistance dogs and their handlers, and 

policy maker Leana Crawford. The assistance dog breeds that are represented in this study are 

mostly Labrador, Golden Retriever and Poodle (or a mix of these). The 23 handlers who  

participated all identify as women (with one exception) and are mainly between 22-27 years 

of age. Thirteen respondents have three or more DSM diagnoses for which they have an 

assistance dog, and 11 respondents have been diagnosed with an anxiety/panic disorder (e.g., 

PTSD). Eighteen handlers responded to an open-ended survey on Instagram. Furthermore, 

with five handlers I did in-depth case studies. 

  I recruited handlers via service dog communities on Instagram, because according to 

marketing scholar Gurrieri and professor of marketing Drenten, social media is a valuable 

resource and community space for people with mental and physical conditions, which may 

foster social support through visual storytelling (2019). I therefore placed a survey link in my 

bio to be filled in by handlers. I chose for a survey to elicit demographics and to get insight 

into what handlers find important in the bond with their assistance dog. With the help from 

Instagram’s hashtag algorithms, I was able to connect with handlers within the Dutch service 

dog community. Through snowball sampling I also forwarded the call for participants to some 

people through private messaging. 
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 Although over a hundred people opened the survey, I only received 18 completed 

questionnaires. Nine people responded to work with me on a weekly basis. Two of them follo-

wed through after reading my information letter and having a remote appointment where we 

discussed the practicalities of the research. Besides I conducted interviews with handlers 

whose assistance dogs are certified. 

  Within the case studies I focused on the quality of these encounters rather than the 

quantity. Like semantic scholar Lisa Tillman-Healy did in her research Friendship as Method, 

I involved the ‘practices, the pace, the contexts, and the ethics of friendship’, in an inquiry 

that is ‘open, multivoiced, and emotionally rich’ (2003:734). According to Tillmann-Healy, to 

share emotional and multifaceted ties between researcher and participant is appropriate the 

more multifaceted the topic is (2003:745). Together with the participants I ‘(co)constructed 

meaningful accounts’ of human-animal bonding and corresponding challenges, which accor-

ding to Tillmann-Healy ‘can bring us to a level of understanding and depth of experience we 

may be unable to reach using only traditional methods’ (2003:737). Over the course of three 

months, I constructed meaningful accounts with Jamie and Doodle, Irene and Beau, Maeve 

and Sky, Moniek and Willy Wonka, and Christel and Noah.  

 Jamie is in her thirties and recently received her assistance puppy Doodle, who is a 

mixed breed. Jamie has an assistance dog to help her mitigate symptoms of post-traumatic 

stress disorder (PTSD) and of a neurodevelopmental disorder. In practice Doodle learns to 

help Jamie navigate her surroundings, and alert to stress signals. 

 Irene is in her twenties. She got her assistance dog after her mental health and PTSD 

symptoms were not getting better with therapy alone. This resulted in in-patient care, and self-

harm. Irene’s fully certified, purebred assistance dog named Beau, helps Irene to cope with 

her therapies, for example by putting the weight of her body on Irene’s lap. 

  Maeve is also in her twenties and has a certified purebred assistance dog who helps her 

when she experiences high stress. Maeve is diagnosed with a neurodevelopmental disorder, 

depression, and an eating disorder. Being in and around groups of people, she finds extremely 

challenging. Her assistance dog Sky is there to support her and to give her structure.

 Moniek is in her thirties and has a family with children. After an accident at work, she 

developed PTSD and a brain injury. Besides, she is familiar with epileptic attacks. Her certi-

fied assistance dog Willy Wonka helps her to mitigate symptoms like anxiety. Because of 

Willy, Moniek dares to go out of the house again. Moreover, Willy alerts to Moniek’s epileptic 
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attacks, about 20 minutes in advance.

  Christel is in her early twenties, and Noah is an adolescent assistance dog still in trai-

ning. Christel got Noah, a mixed breed, to help her with her PTSD symptoms. One of the 

main assistance dog tasks of Noah is to get Christel out of dissociation, which is a mental pro-

cess of disconnecting from one’s sense of feelings.2  Noah does so by barking at Christel. 

  Besides interviewing handlers, I had a phone call with policy maker Leana Crawford. 

Leana works at a Dutch assistance dog organization as chief and coach. She is involved in 

national standardization organization that works at a European level to standardize assistance 

dog norms, in the hope that they become laws to protect assistance dog’s rights. 

  With the handlers I agreed to meet either in public space, e.g., the train station or café, 

or we met in more private settings, e.g., the home, or handler’s neighborhood. One handler 

invited me to go with her to puppy class, to the grocery store, and to her parent’s house. We 

also spend time chatting on WhatsApp, and I pet sat her assistance puppy.

Theoretical orientation 

A focus on investigating bonding offers contrasts to- and reveals the limits of perceiving  

animals as “medical tools”. Considering assistance dogs as “medical tools” that are always 

available and functioning, does not do justice to the practice of living and working with 

assistance dogs. From a Science and Technology (STS) perspective, technology can be under-

stood as a product of social construction. From this perspective tools are not understood as 

fixed health objects that ‘mechanistically “treat” people’ (Binnie, McGuire, and Carel 

2021:123). To investigate the specificities of the human animal bond helps me understand 

how the assistance dog intervention is socially constructed, and how this intervention may 

benefit both handlers’- and dogs’ wellbeing. My main research question is: How do handler 

and assistance dog work towards, and keep a bond? To understand the bond that is worked 

at and the love that characterizes this bond, I focus on the following sub-questions: (1) How 

do social norms (come to) matter in the way human and dog relate?; (2) How do handlers 

come to understand- and learn with their canine companion?; and (3) What role does love 

play in shaping the handler-assistance dog bond? I draw on multispecies ethnography to 

explore this human-dog (work)relationship. 

  Multispecies ethnography is according to anthropologists Kirksey and Helmreich, a 

2 Better Health. Dissociation and dissiociative disorders. https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/
health/conditionsandtreatments/dissociation-and-dissociative-disorders (1-7-22).
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mode of research in Anthropology in which non-human species are pressed into the fore-

ground in ethnographies instead of merely appearing as part of the landscape (2010:545). To 

study assistance dogs as part of the handler’s landscape would make the dog an object, rather 

than a subject who acts with purpose. The dog as part of a landscape reifies the idea of a dog 

as a machine-like tool which you can give a command, and which immediately gives you the 

desired outcome. Dogs, however, have desires of their own. 

  Although forms of interaction between species may be described differently within 

multispecies scholarship, according to Porter, what is common to multispecies work is an  

interest in exploring moments in which multiple bodies ‘construct affinities and shared 

meanings’ (2019:104). I will investigate how different species ‘perceive and respond to one 

another’ (Porter 2019:104). Moreover, Porter describes with anthropologist Gershon in their 

book Living with Animals, how contemporary multispecies ethnographers ‘move away from 

philosophical abstraction and instead reveal what it is to live and perhaps even lie well with 

other beings’ (2018:11). This I will likewise do regarding handler and assistance dog by 

observing ‘mundane, even inconsequential details about the manner in which human animals 

and other animals engage with, learn from, and rely on one another’ (ibid.).

  If I am to press assistance dogs into the foreground of this study, I need to somehow 

get access to what dogs experience. Surely I can’t climb into the dog’s head, but according to 

feminist scholar Donna Haraway, who also writes about the bond she develops with her dog 

in the context of agility training, this does not mean that I can’t make progress in shared 

meaning making (2008:226). Haraway writes that to claim not to be able to communicate with 

and to know one another, is a ‘denial of mortal entanglements… for which we are responsible 

and in which we respond’ (ibid.). She explains that ‘response is comprehending that subject 

making connection is real’, which I interpret in this context as the face-to-face contact  

between assistance dog and handler, which fosters a change in both species, alters one ano-

ther’s perceptions that simultaneously affects both (2008:227). For example, getting the mail, 

the keys, medication, amongst others, is something the handler may not be able to do. The 

perception of the handler about getting medication may change as the dog eagerly brings it to 

her. Even so, the dog does not perceive this work as a chore but rather as a game. Multispecies 

ethnographer Natalie Porter, and professor of Anthropology Ilana Gershon, borrow Haraway’s 

concept “becoming” to explain that in shared moments of contact with the handler (including 

the training of how to behave), the dog “becomes” assistance dog, attuned to the  



particularities of the handler’s disability (2018:84–85). 

  “Becoming with” is a term that Donna Haraway calls attention to, which according to 

Porter and Gershon reflects that ‘all living and nonliving organisms exist in webs of encoun-

ters, and that other beings, large and small, human, animal, insect, and bacteria, colonize our 

bodies, share our ecospaces, and make us what we are’ (ibid). With the concept “becoming 

with” Haraway escapes binary dichotomies such as nature/culture; subject/object; human/ani-

mal (Haraway 2008). Drawing on “becoming with” I can investigate how in shaping the 

human-animal bond “being a human” and “being a dog” come about. This means I am not 

assuming a fundamental difference between human and dog, but I assume that these differen-

ces come about in the interaction between handlers, assistance dogs, and their (social) 

environment. Therefore, I look at how handlers understand human/dog differences, and how 

they act upon this knowledge. Simultaneously, I will look at when handlers do not perceive 

any differences. For example, when they feel sensorially attuned to their dog.

  A study of assistance dogs also raises questions about labor. Note that actions like  

bonding, seeking out love, negotiating boundaries, and training to become an assistance dog, 

can also be understood as labor. Framing these as forms of animal labor is a way of recogni-

zing that ‘nonhumans are not just resources to consume, or symbols on which to build imagi-

native thoughts, but instead beings with whom we live’ (Besky and Blanchette 2019:214). 

Here again animals are not seen as mere objects, but as subjects who do labor.

  Cultural anthropologist Besky and professor of environmental studies Blanchette focus 

in their ethnographic writing on ‘spaces of labor that pushes us to engage living with the 

(semi)domesticated creatures… [who are] beings that have been – and still are being – shaped 

to work’ (ibid.). We know that animals work, according to anthropologist Dave, not because 

animals work or because of how animals work, but because animals can refuse to work 

(2019:216). Dave investigates the power of those who work, specifically their power to refuse, 

not on the basis of ‘precarity, powerlessness, and need’ (related to the ‘exigencies of capita-

lism’), but on the basis of other visions and strategies in which ‘doing nothing is more radical 

than doing something (improving or expanding work)’ (2019:218–219). For instance, the 

assistance dogs may refuse to follow the handler, and instead pull on the leash and sniff 

around. These visions and strategies refer to the inventiveness of animal’s refusal, and 

human’s identification with this refusal (2019:221). For example, when the dog pulls on the 

leash and starts to sniff around, the handler may recognize this behavior as a stress response 
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which resembles her own internal stress. Refusing to “work” is then understood as an  

inventive strategy of the dog to calm down. 

  To describe the dedicated work that handler and assistance dog do to work on their 

bond, I use the concept “labor of love” by Science and Technology scholars Rebecca Ibáñez 

Martín and Annemarie Mol (2022:2). Ibáñez Martín and Mol suggest the term “labor of love” 

for the ‘hard, skilled labour’ a family in Spain does for the lam Joaquín whom they love 

(2022:13). For example, they provide the lam a soft bed of dry grass and straw, which the lam 

likes (Ibáñez Martín and Mol 2022:4, 13). The researchers emphasize that the humans invol-

ved in caring for the lamb ‘enjoy both the living lamb and its juicy meat, with no friction  

between these two pleasures’ (ibid.). That there is no friction is explained by the conditions 

(the labor of love) under which it is possible to both love the lam and eat the lam. According 

to the researchers this may be because the lam is a subject who ‘generates the loving’ by his 

own living preferences (type of food and bedding), which is then provided to him (Ibáñez 

Martín and Mol 2022:10–11). Even though in the case of assistance dogs the dog is not eaten, 

there are conditions under which humans do something, that at first instance does not seem to 

resonate with the love that they have for the animal. For example, a handler who loves her 

assistance dog, and simultaneously enjoys the fact that her assistance dog alerts to distress, 

which is beleived to negatively affects the dog’s mental wellbeing. In this research I also 

investigate the conditions under which this kind of love between handers and dogs is possible.  

My argument is that the handler and assistance dog do work towards a bond. The bond I’m 

talking about is not a given, therefore this element of the animal assisted intervention should 

not be forgotten in scientific inquiry. The assumption that dogs are a steady tool whose effects 

can be measured in the same way as the effects of drugs are measured, does not hold true, 

because the “tool” is not a medical object but a canine with a personality and feelings with 

whom you can have a bond. The socio-cultural context, together with mundane experiences, 

and the experimental nature of handler-assistance dog learning, fosters a particular kind of 

attachment, that is characterized by a labor of love. Because of love, handlers, and dogs work 

on the acceptance of one another, by stimulating joy through play which both parties initiate. 

What matters for assistance dog policy on handler’s quality of life is thus not perse the  

specific tasks the dog can perform (what most scientific papers focus on), but it is handlers’ 

desire to live well together with an assistance dog.
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Methods

Doing research with assistance dogs has some methodological challenges. How can I involve 

animals in my ethnographic research? How can I express pre-lingual affective responses and 

experiences within the human-animal bond? And how can I research the process of interspe-

cies bonding? In dealing with these challenges, I allowed myself to tinker and experiment 

with traditional and non-traditional ethnographic methods.  

If I want to understand how handler and assistance dog work towards, and keep a loving 

bond, I first need to learn what this bond is. It’s easiest to start with the handler’s perspective, 

as the handler can articulate what this bond means to her. To find what features of the bond 

are most important to handlers when they think about their dog, I sent out an online question-

naire with open-ended questions. Drawing on the free-elicitation method, used by agricultural 

economists Hoffmann et. al. to empirically examine the conceptualization of companion  

animals, I asked ‘which aspects come to mind when you think of your assistance dog? 

Describe separately each aspect in one word (or a few words)’ (2018). Although this method 

gives me general insights which I can analyze using the software program SPSS, it does not 

allow me to get at pre-lingual experiences of a loving bond. I wanted to foster the handler’s 

intuition and associations in their response. Therefore, I picked four photographs I took of my 

dog Onyx that I intuitively relate to the human-animal bond and transformed them to a black 

and white drawing style so that handlers may not see “my dog” but perceive a representation 

of “a dog”. In the survey I asked the handlers to pick one image and explain why they pick 

that image. Furthermore, I asked (1) what do you see; (2) what associations do you have; (3) 

why did you pick this image; (4) what does it mean to you?

 These questions give me insight into what attributes handlers perceive as important in 

their bond, and what they want to work towards. I later checked these responses in an  

interview by asking follow-up questions to my respondents. The dog’s perception on the other 

hand, was a bigger challenge to get at. To work with this challenge I engage in multispecies 

ethnography, meaning I observed how different species ‘perceive and respond to one another’ 

(Porter 2019:104). I did so by focusing on those things that I can observe, e.g., how handlers 

and dogs respond to one another. Since there remains a problem of translation, I look beyond 
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traditional research methods to investigate what is important for the dog within the bond. 

From my background as an artist, I agree with ethicist Paul Waldau that artistic endeavors 

makes it possible to give ‘multiple, and flexible forms of expressions that are not tied to the 

limits of words [which animals do not use] primarily used for analytic description’ 

(2013:128). As a result, I started to create meaning as a participatory artistic practice with my 

assistance prospect Onyx. Artefacts Onyx picks out (e.g., feces, twigs, rubber, pieces of 

fabric) became the ‘methodological vehicle through which knowledge can be gained’ 

(Borgdorff, Peters, and Pinch 2020:3–4). Through collecting items that Onyx picks out I  

acknowledge what she finds valuable and learn what she appreciates and what not. 

 In considering the bond I work at with Onyx I make use of autoethnographic elements 

within the process- and writing of ethnography. According to communication scholars Ellis 

and colleagues, autoethnography is an approach to research and writing that seeks to describe 

and systematically analyze personal experience to understand cultural experience (in this case 

how the handler/assistance dog bond is worked at) (2011). The authors claim that autoethno-

graphers must ‘use personal experience to illustrate facets of cultural experience, and, in so 

doing, make characteristics of a culture familiar for insiders and outsiders’ (ibid.). My  

personal experiences with Onyx I thus compared with existing research, the results of my sur-

vey, and the observations and interviews with handlers in the field.   

  Besides collecting personal experiences and anecdotes, I took many opportunities in a 

variety of contexts to listen and ask assistance dog handlers questions. My interview focus 

was on how social norms matter in the way handler and assistance dog relate, how they come 

to understand- and learn with their canine companion, and what role love plays in shaping 

their bond. While most of my interviews were ‘unstructured, free flowing from a topic or 

theme’, occasionally I set the handler aside for a ‘guided conversation with open ended ques-

tions, based on the themes that emerged from the field’ (O’Reilly 2012:118–120). These (wal-

king) interviews and guided conversations were collaborative in the sense of sociologist 

O’Reilly’s understanding, namely that ‘the research themes are explored together instead of 

extracting information or interrogating “informants”’ (ibid.). 

Ethical concerns

The main ethical issues of this study regard: the consequences of my position within the field, 



the risk of speaking for the dog, not seeing the full picture of handler- and assistance dog’s life 

together, the handler’s vulnerability and the handler’s unstable social network.

  When I connected with handlers on Instagram, people could view on my profile that I 

am diagnosed with autism and that I am raising a Rhodesian Ridgeback puppy. The personal 

characteristics I share about myself, makes the threshold to respond smaller when people can 

relate to me. I found that the people that responded have a lot of similarities in terms of  

gender, age, and diagnoses. I did not disclose other mental health diagnoses regarding anxiety, 

and the steps I have taken to become an assistance dog team with Onyx. I encountered several 

ethical consequences regarding what I choose to disclose and what not.  

  One consequence of shared characteristics is that handlers are very open and feel com-

fortable to share their experiences. In becoming vulnerable in my presence, they put their trust 

in me. Besides, handlers hope that this research helps with assistance dog’s accessibility and 

to create more public awareness. I will therefor distribute this work to create more awareness: 

e.g., on Instagram (which handlers can share), on academic platforms, and maybe even to 

politicians, municipality, or insurance companies. Due to the public nature of this thesis, I 

ensured the protection of the privacy of my respondents. All names in this thesis are  

pseudonymized, except for copyright for which I have permission. I do not share the exact age 

of the handler, nor do I share the exact breed of the dog. The handler’s location also remains 

private, and I only share those characteristics that the handlers feel comfortable sharing. To 

manage data, I stored the raw files on an external encrypted hard drive with password, that 

only I have access to. This is important because I designed my thesis in InDesign, and I also 

used Photoshop, and Illustrator. This means that the files become too big for online storage. 

Besides an external hard drive limits remote data leak. Data from the survey however, I have 

collected on Castor, a cloud-based clinical data management platform. This platform is secu-

red according to the most recent standards to protect data, e.g., it performs continuous 

Penetration Tests. The video (Labor of Love) I made is public, as well as the song that Jamie 

wrote, for which she gave me permission. She even suggested where I should put it in this 

thesis. Data is stored up to ten years after graduation.

  A personal concern, is that I feel insecure about the personal experiences I integrated 

in this thesis and I am afraid of judgement. I might as well be telling my own story through 

the input I get from handlers and their dogs. Will I be taken less serious as a researcher when 

people know that I’m in the process of doing an assistance dog program with Onyx? Will this 
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thesis still be credible because of my positionality? It is necessary that I ask myself these 

questions throughout the process of fieldwork and writing because it is indeed difficult to take 

distance from the research topic. To make sure that I am not just telling my own story I asked 

handlers follow-up questions to make sure I get their perspective and not just interpret from 

what I think they mean due to my own experiences. Besides, during the fieldwork I asked the 

handlers if there is something I did not ask them but that they find important to share. During 

the writing process I send handlers my thesis draft to double check if what I write resonates 

with them. I only got positive responses, for example ‘you did it beautifully with a lot of res-

pect’, and ‘what I was able to read makes me very happy’. I also appreciate handlers feel 

comfortable enough to make suggestions, e.g., where I can add the song handler Jamie wrote.

  These responses add to my confidence that I did do something “right” and remind me 

of the norm: “nothing about us without us”. According to disability rights scholar Charlton, 

this slogan resonates with the philosophy of the disability rights movement regarding its 

opposition to many types of (disability) oppression in the context of control and having a 

voice (1998:3). In the case of psychiatric assistance dogs this regards people with a mental 

health condition who are ‘constantly confronted by the question of survival’ and whose lives 

are ‘extraordinary difficult’, who stand up for making assistance dogs more accessible 

(1998:161). The reason for this activism, Charlton explains, is a demand for control as the 

needs of people with disabilities are conditioned by dependency ‘born of powerlessness… and 

institutionalization’ (ibid.). This is transformed as people with disabilities ‘proclaim that they 

know what is best for themselves and their community’ (1998:4). 

  The notion of disability within this movement is transformed by a consciousness of 

“nothing about us without us” from a medical to a social and political condition (ibid.: 17). 

The ethical implication of this slogan and consciousness is that it ‘forces political-economic 

and cultural systems to incorporate people with disabilities into the decision-making process 

and to recognize that the experiential knowledge of these people is pivotal in making decisi-

ons that affect their lives’ (Charlton 1998:17). My hope is that this thesis will do that (starting 

on a small scale) for psychiatric assistance dog handlers, that their experiential knowledge 

will be heard and that they will be included in the decisions about their lives with their dogs.  

  Taking this slogan “nothing about us without us” seriously regarding respondents’ per-

spectives, I feel compelled to extend this to animals as well. But how can I get at animal’s 

perspective and include them in this research when they can’t formulate an individual vision? 
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According to Jeannette Pols, to have a perspective, one needs language (2005:206). In other 

words, Pols explains, you need to be able to ‘formulate an individual vision, opinion or narra-

tive about the world that represents your experiences’ (ibid.). This implies that when someone 

is ‘not able to produce words, he or she is excluded from inquiries into the patient perspective’ 

(Pols 2005:206). This means that interviewing can be a normative practice that automatically 

excludes those who are non-verbal from the research population. Because analyzing  

perspectives excludes the possibility of representing animals as subject in research, I draw on 

Pol’s concept of “subject-positions”. Pols uses this concept to analyze the daily care on long-

stay wards of psychiatric hospitals and psychiatric residential homes. In Pol’s understanding 

the subject becomes a co-production, ‘a result of interactions with others and a material 

world’ (Pols 2005:211). As an example, she describes one of the patients, Vincent, she met in 

the ward. Vincent struggles with being addressed directly. When Pols or the nurses address 

him, he ‘clams up, turns his head down and stares at the noses of his shoes’ (ibid.). Yet 

Vincent does have a communication practice according to Pols. Although he does not speak, 

‘he is one of the more sociable persons on this long-stay ward… because he is present and 

participates in ways that are available for him’ (ibid.). The way Vincent participates is for 

example by joining the nurses when they are discussing the meeting, they have later that day. 

Vincent does not talk, but he does study the papers for the meeting. With this example Pols 

describes how Vincent practices “being in a meeting” without words, but with the right gestu-

res for a member of the meeting: ‘nodding agreement and occasionally gesturing a “remarks” 

or “discussion” (ibid.). 

  Like “silent patients”, animals don’t talk yet have a communication practice. Their 

body language may reveal how they feel about certain things. For example, like Vincent who 

clams up and looks at his feet, animals’ muscles may become tense, and they may look away 

when they feel threatened. As researcher I can thus observe how assistance dogs respond to 

their environment in interaction with the handler. A focus on “subject positions” regards 

observing practices in daily life which produce “situations” ‘with specific characteristics in 

which [animals] are allowed to enact or are restrained from enacting appreciations 

(2005:215). I used this concept in my artistic research and in my fieldwork with assistance 

dogs where I either manipulated the situation (e.g., by starting a play session with one of the 

assistance dogs) or observed the situation as it is. I investigated the positions animals were 

willing to take by looking at the specific situations in which dogs enacted their appreciations 



(ibid.). I paid attention to when dogs would refuse- and when they would initiate to interact. 

In this way I can “know another” and don’t deny the “mortal entanglements” assistance dogs 

have with handlers in a specific moment (Haraway 2008:226).

Limitations

To investigate what handler and assistance dog work towards in their bond I sent out an online 

questionnaire. One challenge that I encountered regarding this free-elicitation method is that I 

used SPSS to describe and analyze my data, which initially pulled me in a more positivist 

direction than is useful to answer my research questions. I used the tools Cramers V and Chi 

Square to analyze whether there is a relation between diagnosis and what someone finds 

important in the bond they have with their assistance dog. In following this direction, I was 

prone to focus too much on generalizing my data, fearing that the research population is too 

small to generalize my results to the total population in the Netherlands. I can only generalize 

my findings to women between 20-40 years old. The similarity between these women is that 

they all have a panic/anxiety disorder with which their assistance dog assists them. Yet the 

main reason why I chose this free-elicitation method in the first place, is simply to get me  

started in the field. A survey allows for more people to respond, for the survey is anonymous 

(even for the researcher) and requires minimal effort. Because of this I got additional sources 

to start from and it gave direction to formulate my sub questions. In the end I used this 

method and analysis as a creative tool from which to shape the rest of my fieldwork. I reflec-

ted upon the answers with the respondents that I met on a weekly basis, and I was able to ask 

more in-depth questions about themes I had not thought of.

  My openness to handlers input influenced the direction of my fieldwork. During meet-

ings handlers would bring in what they thought this research should be about. I noticed that 

some handlers engaged in the same “effectiveness” dialogue that I was trying to avoid. 

Although this gives me insight into social norms, it does make it more challenging to get at 

how handlers attribute meaning to their dog’s behavior. Therefore, at times I purposefully 

moved to a guided conversation based on specific themes I wanted to discuss. This limits the 

type of theoretical dialogue I engage in; I won’t share quantifiable results in academia, 

because this is not the aim of this study. I can, however, add to this conversation on “effecti-

veness” by adding knowledge based on the affective relationship handlers and dogs develop, 
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and how they work towards and keep a loving bond. 

  Interview walks and spending one-on-one time with the handler and her assistance dog 

helped me to get to know how assistance dog and handler relate in practice. Yet since I could 

not be present 24/7, I missed intimate encounters between assistance dog and handler. I tried 

to solve this by asking my main respondent Jamie to share these valuable moments with me 

through photos and videos. But what Jamie shares may not be the moments that are most 

valuable for her assistance dog. Auto-ethnographic inquiry helped me to get at some of these 

valuable moments since I’m 24/7 with my dog. Thus, I took this as an opportunity to start to 

reflect upon my relationship with Onyx. By ethnographically analyzing day-to-day living 

practices, I became more aware of what my dog values and how our bond is influenced by 

social norms that I act upon. In the next chapter I deal with social norms, how dogs and hand-

lers cope with norms, and how that affects their bond.  
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What social norms matter for the handler in developing a bond with her assistance dog? In 

this chapter I explore norms regarding “best practices” for handling assistance dogs. To under-

stand what is considered “good” practice and how this affects the human-animal bond, I focus 

on various networks in which norms circulate: (inter)national discourses on animal welfare, 

the assistance dog schools, the service dog community, and the general public. 

Problem of accessibility 

The Dutch newspaper NOS published an article about the refusal of service animals in public 

spaces (NOS nieuws 2021). The article describes that according to Vos (2021) and colleagues 

40% of Dutch handlers must occasionally leave their service animals outside (NOS nieuws 

2021), despite the 2016 ratification of the UN-treaty stating that service animals are welcome, 

and the Dutch Law Equal Treatment, which says that “performing accommodations signifies 

by all means permitting assistance dogs” (art. 2 lid 1 Wgbh/cz). Thus, officially assistance 

dogs always have the right to public access, ‘unless the assistance dog is a disproportionate 

burden’ (Versendaal 2019). 

  Assistance dog handler Jamie, who has a puppy in training to become an assistance 

dog, recognizes this lack of accommodations:

A security guard stops me as I want to enter the building. “You can’t take him inside; dogs are 

not allowed in the hospital”. I tell the guard that this dog he is talking about is an assistance 

dog in training, that he is allowed. He should know this. Doodle is wearing his assistance dog 

vest. People are ignorant, they don’t know how to deal with this. 

Often animals, regardless of their job, are refused in public settings. In their interview with 

the NOS, Vos and colleagues say, like Jamie says in the vignette above, that people who 
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refuse assistance dogs are ignorant about what an assistance dog does, how they can recognize 

one, and what is and what is not allowed according to the law (NOS nieuws 2021). Yet the 

research outcome of Vos and colleagues does not immediately change public access issues.

Standardization 

According to Leana Crawford, chief of a Dutch assistance dog school, a solution to current 

accessibility issues for assistance dog teams is to formulate clear guidelines on how to recog-

nize assistance dogs, by means of (inter)national standardization. Assistance Dogs 

International (ADI), an umbrella organization for service dogs, standardizes guidelines. These 

standards circulate amongst accredited Dutch assistance dog schools stipulating, e.g., what is 

considered acceptable assistance dog behavior. These are the requirements that are expected 

of certified service dogs (ADI standards 2022:7–8):
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In the Netherlands, the NEN (Stichting Koningklijk Nederlands Normalisatie Instituut) a 

Dutch institute for standardization, mediates between different stakeholders to come to a nati-

onal and European agreement about norms (NEN 2022). These norms contribute to quality 

standards for assistance dog schools and thus circulate from NEN to assistance dog schools 

and to handlers. The idea is that with such standards, it may be clear for handlers and for  

society what they can expect (ibid.). 

A “real” assistance dog

According to Leana developing norms is important for it makes it easier to recognize a “real” 

assistance dog in society. Anno 2022 there is no rule of law in the Netherlands protecting the 

job of a service dog. Leana says, ‘anyone can buy a service dog vest and pretend their dog is 

an assistance dog’. This has consequences for handlers whose dogs are certified. On one of 

my walking interviews I spoke with handler Maeve, who shared that her certified assistance 

dog Sky is occasionally mistaken for a “fake” assistance dog. According to Maeve this happe-

ned ‘after a fake assistance dog misbehaved in a store’. Therefore, Maeve says she is asked to 

justify her “real” assistance dog by disclosing the tasks she performs. Disclosing the tasks Sky 

does and how those tasks help her cope with the symptoms of her diagnoses, is an invasion of 

Maeve’s privacy. 

  Although future laws and societal awareness may help in accessibility issues, when 

not carefully implemented the handlers still risk being called out for their “fake” assistance 
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dog even though their dog is a “real” assistance dog. That is, in my fieldwork I noticed that 

even certified assistance dogs sometimes display “inappropriate” behavior. As a result, the 

more aware the public becomes of assistance dog standards like “no inappropriate barking” 

the less tolerant the public response may be. This intolerance of “inappropriate” behavior is 

something handlers may already experience. For instance, during my first meeting with hand-

ler Christel and her adolescent assistance dog, a Labradoodle named Noah, I witnessed peop-

le’s intolerance of assistance dog Noah’s barking in public.

[WOOF]. Noah. An employee starts laughing out loud behind her computer. Christel 

laughs too. ‘I threw water all over me!’, the employee says. [WOOF]. ‘Noah stop! 

Where is your toy? Where is it? O it lies at your feet!’ Christel tells me. I give Noah 

his toy back and tell the employee the reason for barking: Noah lost his rubber toy 

stuffed with food. The employee understands the situation, ‘I would also respond in 

that way’. Christel tells me she isn’t sure how she should respond when people in 

public react to her dog by laughing awkwardly. I assume Christel feels judged. 

‘Should I correct Noah, or not?’ Christel thinks out loud. At home Christel would 

correct Noah sooner, yet she is afraid what the public might think when they see her 

correcting her dog. I also notice that I feel awkward too. I don’t know how to deal 

with the situation myself and suggest avoiding it by sitting outside the café. ‘Maybe 

that’s a good idea’ Christel responds. Immediately an employee starts to interfere. He 

was standing about 2,5 meters away from us on a ladder getting supplies, overhea-

ring our conversation. He says, ‘if you go and sit outside you can enjoy the sun…’. 

While he thus frames going outside as something positive, unrelated to the barking of 

Noah, both Christel and I feel it has everything to do with Noah. Imagining what we 

must look like to the employee, I feel ashamed, and I believe Christel does too; rather 

than the dog supporting Christel in the café, he disrupts the social situation.

What is at stake here is that Christel feels the pressure of the high standards her dog must 

meet. Christel knows her assistance dog should not bark, yet she cannot stop him as he has his 

own interests at stake, e.g., getting back his rubber toy stuffed with food. The employee gently 

nudges us to go sit outside as that is the place where we ‘can enjoy the sun’. Yet we feel that 

the employee’s suggestion is meant as a polite way of telling us that he does not want us to be 
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inside because customers are bothered by Noah’s barking.

Affected by expectations

Societal expectation that assistance dogs are always well-behaved and don’t exhibit any  

inappropriate barking, or whining, affect handlers who experience these “issues”. Handlers 

like Christel who are diagnosed with anxiety disorders and/or neurodevelopmental disorders 

such as autism, find interaction and social situations in public space more stressful and diffi-

cult compared to people who do not have these diagnoses. Having said this, when the dog dis-

plays “inappropriate” behavior and handlers are approached by other people, they are con-

fronted with their social anxiety, and it may be extremely challenging for them to deal with 

both the behavior of the dog and the people who address them. Handler Irene who has her  

certified assistance dog Beau for years, discloses to me the insecurity she feels regarding what 

other people think about Beau’s behavior:

You don’t want other people to think ‘what is that?’. SERVICE DOG is written in capital on 

the dog’s harness, but she doesn’t behave like one… They think ‘what is that dog doing? Is 

that a real service dog?’. I think about public reactions all the time, I wish I could learn to let 

go. 

That Irene thinks about response of people around her is not strange. As a handler Irene is 

held accountable if her dog does not behave in a manner that fits within public environment. 

When Beau does not live up to these expectations Irene becomes insecure about whether she 

is raising her dog “right”. This insecurity is a recurring theme in the conversations I had with 

handlers, and regards performing to the high standards and norms that circulate within the 

public and private atmosphere. The public regards the international standards and norms on 

what a fully certified assistance dog should behave like, shaping societal expectations under-

stood by handlers through public reactions (e.g., laughing, whispering, asking ‘is that a real 

service dog’?). For example, Maeve’s assistance dog Sky is judged by the owner of a cat after 

she went after it. Sky is thus not meeting the ADI standard, and expectation of the cat owner, 

of exhibiting appropriate behavior around other animals (2022). Maeve explains to me that 

she works on Sky’s unwanted behavior, yet she does not make this a problem of the dog. 
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Other people do. The cat owners who judged Sky’s behavior expect that Sky because of his 

job is not affected by cats. ‘Isn’t she a service dog?’, is what they say. 

It feels stupid. I put so much effort and energy in training Sky. But sometimes I’m focusing on 

doing my own things, at my own house. I can’t correct her all the time.

The public may expect assistance dogs to be perfect: to demonstrate basic obedience skills, 

and exhibit no aggression, no inappropriate barking, and steady behavior with the dog main-

taining focus on the handler. Yet in practice the dog exercises agency responding to stimuli 

like moving targets. The way these expectations affect Maeve is that she feels “stupid” when 

people point out to her that her dog is not behaving, as if she is doing something wrong, even 

though she knows how much effort she puts in the training.   

The perfect handler 

Training is highly valued by handlers, assistance dog schools and international guidelines, 

because it is considered necessary to become a coherent and attuned assistance dog team. The 

handler acquires norms on training either through their training program, or via social media. 

For example, handlers learn from assistance dog schools that follow ADI’s standards of trai-

ning dogs by using “fair” positive and negative reinforcement, being consistent, and all 

methods should be appropriate to the sensitivity of the dog (2022:8). The way handlers train 

their dog is subject to critic both by the people around them as well as on social media where 

this knowledge circulates. Handlers are expected to use ‘humane training methods that pro-

vide for the physical and emotional safety of the dog’ (ADI standards 2022:8). 

  On social media handlers may point out each other’s training failures. According to 

Ray and Sibara (2017), scholars who work on the intersection of disability studies and 

environmental humanities, the risk that social media poses is that handlers, like the environ-

mental justice community, are ‘not immune to our society’s standards of… normality, and 

until we formally confront those values we will replicate the oppressive structures we seek to 

overturn’ (Sarah Jaquette Ray and Jay Sibara 2017). Whenever I engage on Instagram with 

the service dog community, I read stories reflecting this struggle: for instance, the community 

is fighting to break out of oppressive structures (e.g., having to convince others that your dog 
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is a real assistance dog to get public assess, which takes away the freedom to participate in 

public spaces as the dog’s presence first needs to be approved). But at the same time the ser-

vice dog community may reproduce some of these structures by commenting on other hand-

ler’s dogs, ways of doing, being and training. All these dialogues between handlers add to the 

insecurity some of the handlers already feel. Irene for example says she is compelled to com-

pare herself and her dog to other teams:

On social media I see all these perfect pictures of service dogs and how they work. And all the 

beautiful moments in training. I judge myself; my dog does not even have a solid heel [always 

walking close beside the handler] … 

To cope with the normative dialogues on social media, Irene is triggered to participate by stri-

ving towards perfection (e.g., Beau needs to perform a solid heel to be a “good” assistance 

dog), thereby she creates her own evaluation, judging herself if things don’t go according to 

the standards, she set for herself. 

One day I asked my friend to film my training session with Beau, so that I could send the 

video to my trainer and ask her for help. In the video you see me crying. Instead of giving sup-

port, my assistance dog runs off. When I compare this moment to other service dogs I see 

online, I struggle. Yes, Beau is very young, and this is only a snapshot of our life together. She 

does not need to be “on duty” all the time. Of course, it is nice if she supports me, and if she 

is always there for me. But a service dog also has feelings, and her own character. This means 

she cannot always perform the way I want her too. 

  Although Irene aims to work through the issues she encounters with her dog during 

training sessions, she realizes her strive towards perfection is not helping her deal with those 

issues. What does help is what Irene does in the narrative she creates. She talks back to her 

internalized critic, whereby she first rationalizes the issues: ‘Beau is very young’ and ‘this is 

only a snapshot of our life together’. Second, Irene draws on personal norms that are indeed 

part of a larger discourse on assistance dog’s wellbeing, namely that the assistance dogs’ basic 

needs are provided for, including sufficient time to relax and play every day (ADI standards 

2022:10–11). Beau does not need to be “on duty” all the time. Furthermore, Irene considers 
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her dog’s personality to counter the narrative of perfection. By sharing training “failures” on 

social media she advocates for herself and her dog, with positive results:

I was frightened. But I received a lot of positive feedback. I did it because I find it important 

that these kinds of stories are also shared. Because of all the perfect images handlers share, 

people like me may set unrealistic high standards for themselves. I caught myself in this and 

said “no”. Everyone has their own learning pace. These processes are important to share, 

because we can learn from each other instead of comparing ourselves. 

Irene thus sets a different norm for herself and others by countering the perfect clips of trai-

ning sessions on Instagram. Not a norm that values meeting the highest standards, but a norm 

that values being vulnerable in sharing the learning, including training “failures”. 

Furthermore, in recognizing Beau’s shortcomings, Irene enables herself from a mindset of 

vulnerability to express her appreciation of Beau’s unique (dis)abilities.

Whenever I am with my friend, I observe her dog behaving perfectly. In those moments I’m 

struggling with Beau who mirrors my stress. Then I think damn, how am I going to solve this? 

But you know, every dog has its own strengths and weaknesses. My friend’s dog who heels 

perfectly, is afraid of public transportation, especially trains. For me, if Beau would be afraid 

of public transportation, that would create stress for me on a whole different level because I 

am already afraid of the transportation. Thus, I appreciate Beau for remaining calm in 

environments like train stations [makes contact with Beau and gives affection]. 

The unique abilities of Beau Irene now understand as simply different from the abilities of the 

service dog of Irene’s friend, rather than as being “wrong”. The contact Irene has with her 

offline and online peers helps her explore and reflect upon the bond she has with Beau. She 

learns from other people, as well as critically reflects upon the messages she gets from “per-

fect posts” and what they mean for her and Beau.  

Guidance, coaching, and support

Besides keeping each other “sharp”, the service dog community shows itself to be welcoming 
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to handlers who dare to be vulnerable. We have seen this in the positive response Irene got 

when she shared moments of vulnerability. 

  Another source of support for the handler in coping with assistance dog’s expectations 

is the coach from the handler’s assistance dog school. Jantien, Jamie’s coach from an accredi-

ted assistance dog organization, often reassures Jamie that her puppy Doodle is on the right 

path. Reassurance is important to Jamie as she initially felt insecure as a first-time dog owner. 

Trainers at Jamie’s puppy class she attends weekly do not mention the development and 

growth Jamie goes through with Doodle. Jamie says they only tell her what she is doing 

wrong. Jamie’s coach on the other hand, does mention the growth she sees to Jamie. 

Moreover, she says how proud she is of Jamie which boosts her confidence. Here the role of 

coach aligns with the ADI standard to provide clients with individualized educational process 

regarding all aspects of dog partnership and provide team support which goes beyond training 

the dog, it is the handler that is coached (ADI standards 2022). 

 Coaches of assistance dog schools also support handlers by educating them on what is 

considered “best practice” in acting upon dog behavior. Especially those schools accredited by 

the ADI and members of the NEN, work according to what they describe to be “best  

practices”. Handlers know they can ask their coaches for advice regarding what is the “right” 

thing to do. Jamie, for example, asks her coach for advice on Doodles behavior.

Nowadays Doodle acts differently. Jantien interprets his behavior as sensory overload. His 

head is full. Doodle grasps me in my but and bites hard. It becomes a serious problem. 

Jamie’s coach Jantien explained to Jamie that Doodle’s unwanted behavior is due to sensory 

overload and is not aggression. The sensory overload theory does not emerge in a vacuum. 

This thinking relates to (inter)national norms and standards to ensure ‘the lifetime welfare and 

well-being of the (assistance) dog, including meeting the physical, behavioral, and emotional 

needs of the dog’ (CEN 2022). 

  In practice, ensuring the lifetime welfare and well-being of the assistance dog starts 

with the dog selection. Requirements for assistance dogs cover essential canine temperament 

and behavior, essential health requirements and dog training methodology (including ethically 

appropriate training practices) (ISO 2021). Members (assistance dog organizations) that are 

accredited and meet the ADI standards must demonstrate clear and comprehensive applica-
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tion, screening, and matching processes for clients (Assistance Dogs International 2022). As 

part of this, assistance dog schools perform puppy tests to check whether a dog seems suitable 

for the job.

 Doodle, Jamie’s assistance dog, was tested in the “correct” manner, by coach Jantien. 

Jamie was present during the test and comes to understand her puppy through the knowledge 

of her trainer. In the puppy test, attention is paid to the puppy exploring the environment, 

where it is considered good if he/she does not fear unexpected noises. Jantien also focuses on 

whether the puppy makes contact with- and follows the handler. 

 Even though assistance dog schools play a big part in matching handlers and dogs, this 

is not always the case. Handler Christel had to choose a dog without a puppy test. She is 

aware of norms for types of dogs that make good assistance dogs and judges her own dog to 

be too sensitive:

Noah protects me a lot. I was supposed to get a different dog, but Noah remained in an earlier 

litter. He is a match made in heaven. Without testing whether he would be a good prospect, I 

took him. In hindsight he is a bit too sensitive. I know it’s possible for him to be an assistance 

dog, but it is just more difficult. Right sweetheart? You are so sweet!

According to Assistance Dogs International, situations in which the dog is not “right” for the 

job should be avoided. Note that Christel’s situation points towards more than the dog being 

right for her from a theoretical standpoint, what is important to her is the connection she feels 

with the dog which she affirms by ‘sweetheart’ and ‘you are so sweet’. This situation is not 

unusual. Quit a few handlers I spoke to acquire their dog without the help of an organization. 

Maeve’s dog was selected as a pet dog before becoming an assistance dog, and Irene had to 

test and choose her own assistance dog as her trainer was not available at that time. This 

non-professional testing and/or choosing contradicts with international standards and is not 

considered the “best practice” in the rule. 

 Although the matching process of Jamie and Doodle can be considered “correct” as it 

is performed by a coach that follows the ADI guidelines, she still doubts whether Doodle is 

the right puppy for her since he keeps chasing and biting her. However, she trusts her trainer 

in the assessment, when Jantien says the venturous trait of Doodle is a good thing for an 

assistance dog, even if it means that the puppy biting is a big struggle. 
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Now Doodle is more naturalized to his new home, he starts to display unwanted behavior. I 

don’t like his puppy biting. I surely hope this is not his personality.

  Knowing he is a venturous puppy; I expect to be working hard to channel this beha-

vior. Both me and my trainer know this personality trait is a good thing. It’s better that he has 

a bit too much of this trait than too little. 

Besides learning that Doodle’s “bad” behavior is actually a good characteristic of an 

assistance dog, Jamie also learns how Doodle is performing “good” behavior. Jamie learns for 

example from Jantien when Doodle is supporting her. During our conversation Jamie showed 

me a picture in which she lies completely exhausted on the couch at her parent’s house with 

Doodle curled up beside her. Doodle’s nose is pointing towards Jamie’s. Upon seeing the  

picture, Jantien had said ‘here it becomes very clear that Doodle supports you’. 

 The human-dog bond thus regards an understanding of- and care for the needs of the 

other: e.g., Jamie comes to understand that Doodle is taking care of her by lying beside her. In 

this chapter, I have showed how social norms on dog raising and behavior affect the ways 

handlers understand assistance dog’s needs and how they act upon these needs as well as their 

own; however, the dogs’ behavior is not only evaluated, but also improved through training. In 

the next chapter I focus on the process of knowing and training the dog.



NO INAPPROPRIATE 
SNIFFING

The starting point for idiosyncratic foraging is the behavior Onyx is naturally inclined to do: 

sniffing, chewing on twigs, running away with her plunder, eating horse feces. According to 

the ADI standards assistance dogs may not exhibit inappropriate sniffing and must maintain 

focus on the handler (2022). Exhibiting these behaviors are only appropriate in a context of 

spare time, and even then there are limits to what dogs can and cannot do. Eating horse shit, 

for example, is problematic. Horse shit not only smells (when it’s fresh), if the dogs eat the 

manure, they will be at risk of toxicity due to chemicals in worming medications which will 

be passed in the feces.  Not permitting my dog Onyx to eat manure has nothing to do with my 

disgust of eating shit, nor with what I consider inappropriate behavior, but it has everything to 

do with the risk of toxicity. Onyx’s interest in things that have a strong odor only becomes 

inappropriate as she acts upon this interest in a public setting, for example when she sniffs 

people’s crotches, or “kisses” strangers while having poop in her mouth. When behavior and 

objects, and the norms attached to them, become estranged from their natural habitat and con-

notation, they suddenly “become” repulsive whereas before they were not.  My artistic inquiry 

of reappropriating items of Onyx’ interest, items that can be considered dirty according to 

societal standards, can be observed as a play with- and questioning of the norms that 

assistance dogs and handlers must live up to.















I can read this dog like a book. I can tell how she’s feeling, I can see how she thinks about 

certain things or situations and I can hear what she’s trying to say to me. The bond I have 

with her is one of a kind. We both seek each other’s comfort and guidance, we care for one 

another and we trust each other. We’re not perfect, as anyone else we both have our flaws and 

weaknesses… but the love we feel for each other is endless and that’s all that matters.3

This account is posted on Instagram and is about the bond a handler has with her psychiatric 

assistance dog. This post displays how the handler perceives the bond she has with her 

assistance dog, which becomes evident in the statement: ‘we care for one another, and we 

trust each other…the love we feel for each other is endless’. In this statement the handler also 

suggests that care goes both ways, considering the wellbeing of handler and dog. To get to this 

“one of a kind” bond requires a (more than) basic understanding of the other’s needs. To work 

at the human-animal bond is to work at human-animal understanding of one another. An 

understanding that signifies reading the other ‘like a book’ and recognizing how the other is 

feeling. But how do handlers come to understand- and learn with their canine companion? In 

this chapter I investigate the process of how handler and dog come to understand each other 

through handler’s knowledge on dog behavior; and experimental learning. I start with an eth-

nographic vignette that illustrates Irene’s difficulties in analyzing what her assistance dog 

Beau is doing, and why she is doing it.

Problem of translation

Beau is observing everything, but sometimes I wonder whether she does it for me. I try to 

believe this is true, but I’m not sure. Maybe she acts out of curiosity. 

In making sense of Beau’s intention, Irene guesses what is most plausible in the situation: (1) 
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3 Instagram post by gsdpaige. 11 November 2021.  
https://www.instagram.com/p/CWIwbYloAAy/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link (08-12-21)
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either Beau senses she is stressed and therefore keeps watch to help, or (2) Beau does not 

watch out for Irene, but simply follows her own curiosity. These hypotheses do not get Irene 

closer to the “animal perspective”, which remains problematic to get at. According to 

Jeannette Pols, to have a perspective, one needs language (2005:206). In other words, Pols 

explains, you need to be able to ‘formulate an individual vision, opinion or narrative about the 

world that represents your experiences’ (ibid.). Pol’s argument is that a research method of 

interviewing to get someone’s perspective, does not do justice to what non-verbal patients 

want or do not want. Just like an ethnographer can’t interview a non-verbal patient, or animal 

in this case, a handler can’t ask her assistance dog for a perspective either. Irene, for example, 

longs to have a translation tool to help read Beau’s behavior: ‘I would love that to communi-

cate… that would be so great [laughs]’. Yet since this tool does not exist, Irene must find other 

ways to interpret her dog. I discuss these ‘other ways’ in the following paragraphs.

Behavioralist understanding

One way in which handlers come to interpretation of their dog’s behavior is through educatio-

nal resources that explain dog behavior. To illustrate, prior to getting her puppy, handler Jamie 

received a big file with educational resources from her assistance dog organization. The 

knowledge that Jamie is getting familiarized with through these resources circulate between 

clinical animal behaviorists, dog trainers, coaches, and handlers. 

  A well-known clinical animal behaviorist that dog trainers and coaches build their 

practice upon is Kendal Shephard. Shepherds’ insights can be traced in behaviorist educative 

curriculum. According to Shephard, dogs have numerous ways 

in which they communicate distress (2021). She conceptuali-

zed a canine “ladder of aggression” (fig. 1) (ibid.: 113). This 

ladder depicts ‘the gestures that any dog will give in response 

to an escalation of perceived stress and threat’ (ibid.: 114). Just 

like the assistance dog handler has signs of distress that the dog 

learns to recognize and act upon, according to this knowledge 

paradigm the handler needs to recognize early stress signals 

within the dog and act (reciprocating care). 

  To recognize and correctly interpret these signals, hand-
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lers follow a step-by-step plan. Yet bio-engineer Joke Monteny, who translates Kendal’s 

insights amongst others to a Flemish and Dutch public, emphasizes that when interpretating 

signals the dog gives, you can’t simply relate it to an emotion or meaning; it is necessary to 

look at the context, the muscle tension, and breathing of the dog (Monteny 2017:16). In other 

words, signals can’t be translated one to one. Indicators are, however, helpful to get some 

sense of what is going on.

 An indicator of fear, for example, can be recognized by high tone sounds, and low 

tones may indicate the message “go away” (Monteny 2017:16). According to Monteny, dogs 

use differences in pitch, time interval, amplitude, and duration to communicate: ‘whenever a 

pup wants attention, he will bark in a neutral tone, without low or high tones… he barks a few 

times, stops, and barks again’. 

  The assistance dog coach guides the handlers in learning to recognize indicators of 

fear. The coach also shows the handler how to use consistent methods that are ‘appropriate to 

the circumstance and sensitivity of the dog’ (ADI standards 2022:8). Christel, for example, 

draws upon her trainer’s guidance to reflect upon Noah’s loud pitch, high tone bark: 

[WOOF] hé, no. Earlier today in the train, he barks two times, and there is a lady who [woof 

woof] keeps staring at him. And even now, [woof woof], it might as well be that his barking is 

triggered by the fact that someone stares at him. He does not like that… the trainer also says 

so, when he is triggered, he stays fixated on it, and that makes it more difficult. 

Christel explains Noah’s barking by the fact that people are staring at them. She draws on her 

trainer’s interpretation of Noah’s behavior: ‘the trainer also says so, when he is triggered, he 

stays fixated on it’. The trainer confirms that Noah can be triggered by staring and observes 

that Noah stays ‘fixated’. Christel’s explanation matches that of her trainer’s in that they both 

claim that the source of the behavior is “triggered” by something that is outside the dog, refer-

ring to what in behavioral parlance is called an ‘external stimulus’. 

  That the dog’s behavior is interpreted as a reaction to his environment has consequen-

ces for how the behavior is dealt with. Unfortunately for Christel, the surroundings can’t be 

manipulated; therefore, she can’t take the stimulus away. Christel wonders what the correct 

way would be to alter her Noah’s perception and behavior. Thereby she runs into a dilemma. 

Correcting may have the desired effect. If Christel would correct Noah, she may establish her-
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self as “pack leader”. This view is based on dog trainer Cesar Millan’s practice, which accor-

ding to medical anthropologist Porter, teaches that bodily corrections will ‘effect obedience 

and instill a sense of respect, security, and calm in the dog’ (Porter 2019:105). However, cor-

recting does not deal with the underlying issues of staring, which is believed to be a behavior 

dogs do when they feel threatened by something (Monteny 2017:21). 

  Another option is using behaviorist training techniques like “operant conditioning”, 

which ‘posits that for humans and nonhumans alike, internal processes such as thinking and 

feeling are best understood by looking at external, observable behaviors’ (ibid.). 

  Donna Haraway describes American author Karen Pryor, who is specialized in behavi-

oral psychology and marine mammal biology, as the most influential person for teaching and 

explaining this behaviorist method. Positive reinforcement works ‘by marking desired actions 

called behaviors and delivering an appropriate reward to the behaving organism’ (Haraway 

2008:211). For Haraway behavior is an inventive construction; dog behavior can be adapted 

with the help of a tool (positive reinforcement) to live well together.  To illustrate, if the dog 

displays unwanted behavior, the handler should ignore it, and the behavior will “extinguish” 

for lack of reinforcement. In my fieldwork, however, I learned that ignoring does not always 

work. Christel ignores Noah, yet he keeps barking and even starts snapping at Christel. 

Instead of blaming the methods for lack of effect, Christel suggests another reason for Noah’s 

behavior, one that asks for a different solution. People staring does not just trigger Noah, it 

triggers Christel as well. When I ask Christel why Noah does not like it when someone looks 

at him, she adds ‘it’s because I don’t like it’. 

  In conclusion, dog behavior is interpreted by handlers through educational resources. 

Handlers learn from their coach to recognize early stress signals in the assistance dog. The 

knowledge that circulates between clinical animal behaviorists, dog trainers, coaches, and 

handlers, originates from: Shepards ‘ladder of aggression’; Pryor’s ‘positive reinforcement’; 

and Milan’s ‘pack leadership’.  Although these theories may correspond to each other in  

theory, in practice they require a different approach on how to act upon the behavior.  

Assistance dog mirroring 

Besides drawing on behavioralist knowledge on dog behavior, handlers in the field often 

explain the dog’s behavior by comparing the behavior to how they feel. Christel, for example, 
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refers to Noah acting as a mirror of her own state of being: ‘[Noah barks] because I don’t like 

it [that people stare at us]’. Mirroring is thus another theory by which handlers understand 

their dog’s behavior. Another example from the field comes from Jamie, who says that her 

assistance puppy Doodle displayed unwanted behavior. Her theory is that Doodle displays 

unwanted behavior as a mirror; resembling the unrest she feels due to her neighbor’s death. 

  To understand animal mirroring, I attended a webinar that Jamie recommended to me. 

The webinar Creating the happiest life with your dog by Joelle Wiggins regards how different 

areas of your life affect how happy you are, and how dogs respond from their intuition to your 

inner state of being. In other words, the dog (envisioned here as coach) mirrors how you are 

really doing. The dog is thus perceived as a coach rather than a tool. The idea is that when you 

reflect on yourself, you may be able to interpret the dog’s behavior. If you alter your behavior 

or state of being by making changes, the undesired behavior of your dog will change as well. 

  This is thus a completely different solution and approach to altering dog’s behavior 

than behaviorist methods suggest. From this standpoint “ignoring” can be considered a missed 

opportunity, because the dog tells you what you as a handler need to work at. Here the  

problem is the handler, not the dog. The dog is a vessel that copies your behavior and feelings. 

The dog may also display to you how you want to feel or behave. In the latter case the dog 

may stop walking and role in the sand. Maeve’s assistance dog Sky does exactly this, at the 

end of our walking interview, he stops and rolls in the sand. Maeve finds this “lovely”; she 

understands this behavior as a mirror that tells her what she wants to feel and how she wants 

to act when she is exhausted; namely to let go of everything she must do, and simply enjoy 

rolling in the sand.

 The concept of mirroring is not just knowledge that circulates amongst handlers; trai-

ners and coaches refer to this as well. Although there are not a lot of scientific papers on ani-

mal mirroring, the concept is often used in Psychotherapy (with dogs). Animal mirroring 

regards human-animal relational processing which gives ‘personal meaning and relevance to 

the relational moment’ (Parish-Plass and Pfeiffer 2019:144). According to chair of the Israeli 

Association of Animal-Assisted Psychotherapy, Nancy Parish-Plass, and clinical psychologist 

Jessica Pfeiffer, animal-assisted interventions are salient for people ‘whose source of trauma 

is an injurious relationship’, which many of the handlers I talked to share (ibid.). 

 Parish-Plass and Pfeiffer explain that tools used for reflection are, for example: com-

menting on the possible meaning of animal’s body language and envisioning the animal as 
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medium through which the client may project her internal experience (2019:144). While 

assistance dogs are not therapy dogs, the tools used for reflection can be recognized in the 

idea of mirroring within the handler-assistance dog bond. The difference with how mirroring 

is understood within psychotherapy, contrary to how it’s understood within the field of  

coaching, is that agency is mainly attributed to the therapist or client who speculates about the 

meaning of a particular behavior, whereas in an alternative paradigm such as coach Wiggins’ 

webinar, agency is attributed to the animal who uses its own “instinct” to sense human’s 

energy and responds to that feeling which is independent of human’s interpretation. 

Alternative solution 

In the previous paragraphs I illustrated how handlers and dogs frequently encounter commu-

nicative difficulties or uncertainties. However, to know whether the dog is ok with a particular 

interaction or not, we still need to work around the problem of translation as animals do not 

speak in a way we understand. According to Pols there may be a way to tinker with this  

problem of translation. She researched representing silent patients (who are not able to ver-

bally express themselves) and came to an alternative for this language barrier. What I learn 

from Pols is that alternatively, ‘observing practices in daily life does not produce [in this case, 

an animal] perspective, but “situations” with specific characteristics in which [animals] are 

allowed to enact or restrained from enacting appreciations’ (2005:215). Following Pols, only 

by learning about enacting appreciations – which she perceives as being co-produced (a result 

of interactions with others and the material world) – can these appreciations be considered in 

caring practices. 

  This thinking helps me to consider what assistance dog appreciate without getting 

stuck in the literal signification of specific behavior. For example, I can focus on the 

assistance dog’s response to specific situations. Handler Jamie, who is a musician, describes 

to me how Doodle responds to her music:

Occasionally when I sing Doodle barks loud. One time I wanted to record my music, and at 

that time Doodle started to chew on his ball that makes a beeping noise. 

It is possible to get stuck on how Doodle fails to communicate what he means through a  
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format that social science researchers generally prefer, such as through a clear answer to an 

interview question. I suggest, however, and Jamie would agree, that a more generous, and 

curious approach does allow us to interpret this situation as one in which Doodle ‘enacts’ his 

lack of appreciation for Jamie’s music. The situatedness of Doodle’s lack of appreciation is 

the fact that Jamie had to practice a song over 50 times to be able to perform it at her neigh-

bor’s funeral. ‘I believe at the end of the week Doodle did not want to hear it anymore. He 

thought my God. Not again. That’s how he looked at me’. Jamie does not just take Doodle’s 

signals into account to make sense of what Doodle is communicating. To recognize Doodle’s 

unappreciativeness, Jamie takes the context (practicing 50 times) together with Doodle’s acti-

ons (barks and beeps) into consideration. 

 Another way to enact appreciation is illustrated by Beau. When Irene takes Beau out 

for our walking interview, Beau immediately walks to the door, her body displaying excite-

ment by the speed of walking and her tail wagging from left to right. Beau is looking at Irene. 

Yet as soon as Irene takes the harness out, Beau walks away and stands behind my legs. ‘I 

know you don’t like this harness’ Irene says, and to me ‘this happens often, she says no to the 

harness but working she finds no problem’. To perform being an assistance dog, Beau needs 

to wear the harness that says she is an assistance dog. The dog is self-assured in her action to 

refuse. Thereby it becomes very clear to Irene that Beau does not want to wear it. Irene deals 

with the dissatisfaction of Beau by getting her treats out and giving them. I observe that Beau 

now enacts appreciation of the treats and does not seem to be bothered by the harness any-

more. Yet once the treats are gone and she starts walking again, she looks like she is walking 

on eggshells by the way she lifts her paws. After a couple of meters, she continues in her 

“normal” pace. 

  That handlers somehow “know” what their dogs like, or dislike also becomes evident 

in the conversation I had with handler Moniek about her certified assistance dog Willy Wonka, 

with whom she has been for years. She explains that Willy loves to sleep and cuddle with her. 

Willy comes to her so that she can rub his ears with her fingers. And every evening when she 

puts her children to bed, ‘he lies down on my spot on the couch and looks at me as if he is 

saying, are you coming’? Moniek is not interpreting Willy’s behavior based on what she feels 

or hopes her dog wants, but she understands from the interaction she has with her dog that 

Willy enjoys and appreciates her attention. 

 Handlers thus learn in practice, by experience, what their dogs like or dislike. They 
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attend, in Pols words ‘to performativity even when there is no language’. Like nurses who 

care for silent patients, handlers may take the “performativity” of the dog as starting point for 

finding out, through what the dog demonstrates in action, what the dog (dis)likes (2005:210).  

In caring for the assistance dog, the performativity of appreciation becomes clearly visible. 

Handler Jamie does her utmost best to care for her pup Doodle by making sure all his needs 

are met. The basic needs of puppies are sleeping, drinking, eating, and playing. Whenever 

Jamie wants to provide rest for Doodle and puts him in his crate, Doodle starts whining whe-

reby Jamie knows that Doodle does not like to be in the crate. Yet when Doodle is tired after a 

play session, it becomes easier for him to rest in the crate. When I’m eating lunch with Jamie 

after a play session in the dog park, Doodle sleeps in his crate without resisting. As soon as I 

see Doodle is awake, I tell Jamie. I’m aware that my presence changes the situation. Jamie’s 

first reaction is to leave Doodle in the crate since he may go back to sleep. I respond by 

saying: ‘if you take him out now, it is more likely Doodle will choose behavior that you like, 

than if you let him in and wait until he starts whining again’. Jamie agrees and takes Doodle 

out, thereby praising Doodle, playing with him, and lavishing her pup with affection: ‘Good 

job! Good job! Yes good! Good job’. 

  Jamie starts to tinker, and experiment because she is not sure what Doodle wants, and 

what he enacts when he gets out of the crate. To see if indeed Doodle wants to play, she says 

‘there are enough toys, go ahead. Look there is a ball, and another ball’. Jamie encourages 

Doodle to play, I join in as well: ‘Hold on Doodle! Good Job! Great! Hold on, amazing! Look 

at this!’ I use two toys, switching one to the other which Doodle seems to like. Jamie tries the 

same game as well, but initially Doodle does not respond. We quickly learn that Doodle pre-

fers some toys over other toys, and that he likes “rough” play more than “soft” pulling. Jamie 

switches toys and goes back into the game with Doodle. This time Doodle and Jamie are both 

engaged with one another, and it’s through this game that Jamie learns how to communicate.

  Jamie thus quickly learns what are Doodle’s preferred toys. According to scholar 

Haraway most people have not learned how to play with a dog. It is a skill to learn how to pay 

attention and communicate meaningfully to not to be shut out of the ‘new world play propo-

ses’ (2008:223). In the above vignette, play brings Jamie and Doodle into the “open” where 

‘purposes and functions are given a rest’ (ibid.). They play for the sake of playing. By the tone 

of her voice, her laughter, and Doodles push and pull towards Jamie I can tell this performa-

tive interaction is fun for both species. According to Haraway this is what may be called joy. 
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Which in Haraway’s words is ‘something we taste, not something we know denotively or use 

instrumentally’ (2008:239–240). Play is important in building relationships, as ‘play builds 

powerful affectional and cognitive bonds between partners, and permission to play is a hugely 

valuable reward for correctly following cues for both dogs and people’ (Haraway 2008:223). 

Play can be understood as a kind of cross-species communication, which shows that commu-

nication between handler and assistance dog is possible. 

 In this chapter I investigated how handler and dog come to understand each other 

through the handler’s knowledge on dog behavior and experimental learning. Handlers come 

to understand the assistance dog’s behavior through behaviorist knowledge, like recognizing 

stress signals, and animal mirroring. However, theory alone is not reliable to decipher what 

the dog communicates. The handlers seek alternative solutions to work around the language 

barrier. For instance, they may focus on specific ‘situations’ such as play, in which the dog 

displays what he likes and what he does not like. It is in play that handler and assistance dog 

experimentally learn to understand one another and build their bond. How this ‘powerful 

affectional’ bond (Haraway 2008:223) is imagined and experienced and what handlers and 

dogs do to shape their bond, is what I focus on in the next chapter. 
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Yes, little man! Sweet dreams sweety.  

What are you to me? What are you? Well? 

What are you to me? 

You are the sweetest

My sweetheart [Jamie kisses Doodle]

Sweet dreams my little man

The affectional bond between Jamie and Doodle is expressed in Jamie’s lullaby. Jamie sings 

this improvised song to Doodle when I go to another room in her apartment. This lullaby I 

understand as an active practice of kinship, where the handler comes to think of herself as 

“co-constituted with the lifeworld” she shares with a canine (Vannini and Vannini 2020:133). 

This co-constitution is according to wildlife social scientist and artist Vannini and Vannini dif-

ferent from an ontology in which humans see themselves as radically different and removed 

from the other species. Instead, humans start to tend to the “reciprocal relationality” as they 

view themselves ‘as part of kinship with all beings’ (ibid.). In the next paragraphs I  

investigate how handlers come to imagine kinship and experience their bond as one of love, 

which I will contrast with how handlers and dogs practice bonding. 

 

Imagining the human-animal bond 

One way in which kinship between companion dogs and human caregivers is imagined by 

handlers is that it resembles the ‘parent-infant attachment bond’ (Benz-Schwarzburg, Monsó, 

and Huber 2020:8). For example, Jamie tells me that a dog is ‘your child!’.  And a handler 

who filled in my survey, believes that a pup is looking for ‘warmth, safety, and security’ which 

the biological litter reciprocates to one another by ‘cuddling up’. From this understanding, the 

handler takes over the kin responsibility, which the handler understands as the responsibility 
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‘to love my assistance dog in the same way, offering the same kind of safety and love’. 

  Understanding the need of a young puppy in terms of attachment, which may or may 

not project one’s own needs, can be traced back to a psychological understanding of attach-

ment. Psychiatrist Bowlby, founder of attachment theory, argues that there is a strong relation 

between individuals’ personal experience with their parents and their later capacity to build 

affective bonds (1977). According to this theory someone who has experienced attachment 

trauma from unsafe relationships may not have ‘a secure base from which to explore and to 

which he can return, especially should he become tired or frightened’ (1977:204). The stan-

dards for Dutch mental health treatment for psychotrauma and stress related disorders also 

pay attention to insecure attachment. In these standards a lack of attachment in a child’s early 

years is explained as possible cause for low self-esteem, a lack of self-confidence, fear of 

failure, and sensitive to stress related disorders in adult life.4   

  Handlers who are familiar with “attachment trauma” and who receive treatment for 

their anxiety or stress related disorders, also adopt this jargon to explain the bond they desire 

to have with their dog in terms of ‘warmth, safety, and security’. Jamie, for example, even 

wrote a song about her lack of attachment called “So alone” [zo alleen].5 She suggested to me 

to share it in this section. In the song she sings about feeling alone and not accepted by her 

kin. These negative emotions are also triggered during puppy class which I attended with 

Jamie. Jamie was removed from puppy class due to Doodle’s misconduct towards other pup-

pies. Jamie takes the removal personal. She explains to me that this rejection together with the 

perception of being abandoned (e.g., not getting help, being left on her own) is one of her 

trauma triggers. I understand from Jamie that she desires an attachment bond in which she 

feels safe. When I ask her if she experiences this bond with Doodle, she responds: ‘Yes abso-

lutely, we have a really strong bond’. For instance, ‘he comes and lies down beside me’. 

Hence, Jamie expresses Doodle’s companionship, love, and support: 

He gives me so much love… I sit on the couch, and he licks me. I call those licks kisses. Yes, 

he is extremely sweet. And every night, he crawls up behind my pillow. He puts two paws on 

the left of my head, and two paws on the right… and if I want to cuddle with him, I put him on 

my tummy… than he gives me kisses… and he lies down beside me. 

4 GGZ standaarden. Psychotrauma en stressgerelateerde stoornissen. https://www.ggzstan-
daarden.nl/zorgstandaarden/psychotrauma-en-stressorgerelateerde-stoornissen (2/7/22). 
5 Jamie. Zo alleen. https://drive.google.com/uc?id=1PUUQTsleVH79xDYh_Pm0hkqL-nwNl 
  Q2Z (23/06/2022)
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The many “kisses” Doodle gives to Jamie makes her feel seen and loved. Hence, the role that 

love plays here is that of recognition. The other handlers I talked to also share the love and 

intimacy that Jamie experiences, in the relationship with their assistance dogs. According to 

social scientists Hoogenraad and Dundon, intimacy may be understood as a complex sphere 

of “inmost” relationships and touch the personal world very deeply (2021:221). Intimacy 

‘arouses a sense of closeness and a story about a shared experience’ (ibid.). I learned from the 

handlers that the closeness they experience with their assistance dogs may be experienced 

even before handler and dog come to know each other and even before they actively start 

working on their bond. To illustrate: Irene remembers that she had to cry in her first encounter 

with assistance dog Beau, because she was so overwhelmed and did not know how to choose 

the “right” assistance dog. Immediately, Beau responded to Irene, and came to interact. This 

affective response touched the personal world of Irene very deeply. The love and intimacy she 

experienced in that moment led her to the decision to keep Beau. ‘You make [the decision] for 

me’, she remembers saying.

 According to psychotherapist Howie and colleagues, psychiatrist’s Bowlby’s credo 

that an unsafe attachment can develop from positive experiences to a secure attachment 

(Bowlby 1977:204), can indeed be extended to human-canine relations (Howie, Fine, and 

Rojas 2019:303–306). That handler’s imagine developing a secure attachment with their 

canine kin, which they characterize by love and intimacy, is also an outcome of my survey. 

The most mentioned attributes given to assistance dogs by handlers are namely love, compa-

nionship, loyalty, and safety. To check whether the handlers’ diagnoses (e.g., PTSD) relate to 

what the handlers find important in the bond with their assistance dog, I used the instruments 

Cramers V and Chi Square in SPSS. The results confirm there is a significant relation between 

having an anxiety / panic disorder (e.g., PTSD) and finding “love” and “companionship” 

important (p < 0.05). These diagnoses and needs are in psychological literature often associa-

ted with insecure attachment.6 These results indicate that the bond between assistance dog and 

handler is imagined as one of secure parent-infant attachment, and experienced as “love”, 

“companionship”, “loyalty” and “safety”, which is based on diagnoses, and handlers’ needs. 

6 Erik Beemster. Het belang van een veilige hechting. https://www.raphaelstichting.nl/queeste/
wp-content/uploads/sites/24/2012/07/Hoofdstuk-10-over-hechting.pdf (23/06/2022) 
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Consequences of the attachment-narrative

The human-animal bond is thus imagined as secure parent-infant attachment in which the 

dogs provide “love” for human’s wellbeing. Consequently, the dog, imagined as infant, is con-

sidered vulnerable and in need of protection against heavy “child” labor. Some handlers and 

organizations I talked to, have expressed their concerns regarding what the expectation of 

emotional fulfillment for the handler does to who the assistance dog becomes. 

  One of the handlers I talked to, Irene, is very explicit about her worries concerning the 

psychological cost of becoming an assistance dog. Irene’s concern regards handlers who 

expect assistance dogs to deal with all their issues, without working on these issues themsel-

ves. Irene says this is too much to ask from a dog: ‘they are still dogs, I find it important that 

they will be seen as dogs and not just as a solution for someone’s problems’. According to 

Irene assistance dogs should not be expected to fill handlers’ emotional void.

  A similar narrative I was told, when I was investigating assistance dog organizations 

for myself prior to this research. One organization told me that unlike other organizations they 

don’t teach their dogs to alert to stress, anxiety, medical episodes, amongst others. The woman 

I spoke to said that dogs are like infants, and you can’t ask infants to work throughout the day 

because the (psychological) burden is too much. The dog will alert even when it’s not good 

for the dog’s wellbeing. From the organizations point of view, the handlers need to learn how 

to recognize their distress and then ask the assistance dog for the desired behavior. From this 

perspective mirroring is not considered “best practice”.

  During our walk Irene refers to mirroring as a “risky practice”, saying ‘look, now she 

is displaying stress signals. Her tongue comes out and she is panting. This is what I find diffi-

cult, I feel guilty because she feels my stress and becomes stressed herself’. What becomes 

evident here is that Irene feels guilty for not being a stable factor for her dog. What I noticed 

in the field is that handlers with mental health problems, for which they have an assistance 

dog, find it extremely hard to recognize when symptoms present themselves. I question 

whether recognizing stress, and commanding tasks to the dog, is a realistic expectation. 

Handlers may not recognize PTSD triggers and sensory overload before it is already too late, 

resulting in a meltdown or panic attack.

  If the human-animal bond is imagined from a model of attachment, reciprocity is the 

norm, which is more fitting to a biological kinship. This kinship and corresponding  
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attachment, however, does not do justice to the specificities of the handler-assistance dog rela-

tionship, in which reciprocity is not equal to that of a parent to a child. Both handler and dog 

do not live up to these expectations. How can we talk about kinship, and the human-animal 

bond, in terms other than biological kin and attachment? 

Making kin

That kinship is not necessarily biological, tied by ancestry or genealogy, is something that 

feminist scholar Donna Haraway argues for in her book Staying with the Trouble. Haraway 

writes that kin can be made, which involves all kinds of actors: ‘including gods, technologies, 

critters, expected and unexpected “relatives,” and more’ (2016:216). For Haraway kin is 

making persons, ‘not as individuals or as humans’ but ‘as category, care relatives without ties 

by birth, lateral relatives, lots of other echoes’ (Haraway 2016:103). To illustrate how kin is 

made between me, my dog, and technology, I share this autoethnographic vignette:

‘Onyx’ I say gently. Onyx comes and jumps on the couch I point towards. I know 

doing her nails is not her favorite. She is expressing a bit of unease, trying to get 

away from the nail grinder I’m holding. ‘Bzzzzzz’, ‘bzzzzz’. I gently take hold of 

each nail and grind them until the point I reach her quick, the lighter area of the nail 

that contains the blood vessels. I take my time, and work very precise. With my fin-

ger I check each nail whether the edges are smooth and soft. I belief Onyx under-

stands I’m not harming her, and I see her body relaxing. Almost as if the Bzzzzz of 

the grinder and my gentle touch brought her into a mindful state. After I finish, she 

licks the nail powder of her nails, and of the grinder, and continues with her business. 

What fascinates me is that when I clip my own fingernails Onyx immediately comes 

close to me from the other side of the room. Like Onyx, I don’t particularly like the 

sensation of clipping and grinding nails. It gives me annoying chills. Onyx comes to 

sit beside me and tries to lick the clipper and my nails. It feels like she is trying to do 

the same for me, caring for my body and licking my nails, as I am caring for hers.

In this vignette the technology (the nail grinder) shapes our interaction which contributes to 

our bond as we support each other in our discomfort. By caring for each other’s bodies as 
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‘care relatives without ties by birth’, Onyx and I practice bonding and make kin. The word 

“kin” in Haraway’s sense includes all beings of the earth (2016:103). To exemplify Haraway 

shares an inventive story about Camille, one of the children of compost ‘who ripen in the 

earth to say no to the posthuman of every time’ (Haraway 2016:134).These metaphoric “child-

ren” I understand as the result of decaying material that is added to soil so that new material, 

for instance plants, can grow. 

  Haraway and her colleagues, filmmaker Fabrizio Terranova and psychologist Vinciane 

Despret, wrote their own speculative story about Camille’s future during a writing workshop. 

The stories propose what a future can look like in which humans and nonhumans purposely 

share life together. The context of Camille’s existence is living on a ‘destructed’ and ‘impove-

rished’ earth, where she learns ‘practical healing’ for ‘flourishing and for abundance’ 

(2016:136). I imagine Camille as a seed that turned into a tiny plant that grows and flourishes 

on decayed material. The writers were given a challenge in the writing workshop, namely how 

can Camille stay alive over five generations? Haraway argues that heteronormative reproduc-

tion does not keep Camille alive, instead she proposes to “Make Kin Not Babies” (2016:137). 

By ‘making kin, not babies’ Camille will live on, not because she makes babies but because 

she ‘makes kin’ with others that live on this earth (ibid.), including leaves or woodchips with 

nutrients like nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium which the plant needs in order to live.7  

Haraway constructs kin making as a work that a community does, not just as mere survival 

but for ‘flourishing and for abundance’ (2016:138–139). This community I understand as each 

actor that contributes in collaboration to the growth of the plant, including the soil, insects, 

bugs under the ground and bugs in the air like bees, humans who water the plant and replant it 

in an area where it gets the amount of light it needs. The idea that a community can work to 

make kin, unraveles the ‘once-imagined … tie between kin making and a treelike biogenetic 

reproductive genealogy’ (2016:138–139).  

  What I learn from Camilles story and from the slogan “make kin not babies”, is that 

kin making is a social construction, and is thus not exclusive for those who are tied by  

ancestry. Kin can be purposely worked at by humans and non-humans who collaborate to 

‘flourish’. This is significant for assistance dog handlers who come from a vulnerable place (a 

poor mental health) and who desire to ‘flourish’ by participating in society. Moniek, for 

instance, shares that before Willy ‘I did not go outside anymore’. Willy made her go out again 

upon his arrival, ‘and he still does [make her go out of the house]’. 

7 Duke Gardens. What do plants need? https://gardens.duke.edu/sites/default/files/What_do_ 
 plants_need-2.pdf (2-7-22) 
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  Haraway’s model of making kin allowed me to talk about bonding in terms other than 

parent-infant attachment, namely I can talk about bonding as a social construct. Handlers and 

dogs construct their bond through the practice of making kin with one another. In the process 

they work towards a life that is “good” for both: the dog may whine or bark to express his 

need to go out, and the handler decides to go along and do the work. I borrow the term “labor 

of love” by Science and Technology scholars Rebecca Ibáñez Martín and Annemarie Mol, to 

describe the dedicated work of handler and assistance dog (2022:2). 

Labor of love

Ibáñez Martín and Mol suggest the term “labor of love” for the dedicated labor involved in 

loving a lam (2022:2). This kind of love is not to be romanticized. The case the researchers 

refer to, a family in a particular village in Galicia (Spain) eat the lam they love. Even though 

in the case of assistance dogs the dog is not eaten, there are conditions under which humans 

do something that at first instance does not seem to resonate with the love that they have for 

the animal. For example, a handler loves her assistance dog and lets her dog alert to her dis-

tress or medical conditions. This does not pair of from an attachment perspective because the 

handler who loves her dog also accepts the practice of mirroring, a practice that is believed to 

affect the dog’s stress levels and therefor the dog’s mental wellbeing. Assistance dog Willy, 

for example, alerts to handler Moniek and mirrors what she needs:

Whenever I am stressed Willy comes to me so that I can pet his ears to calm down. This is so 

self-evident that I often forget that’s wat we do. We are so attuned to one another. One time I 

had a back surgery, and he went with me to the hospital. He lie down beside me in the hospi-

tal bed. He was so careful and gentle. [But when he was young] he had to learn to focus on 

me. Now he does so perfectly, but in the beginning that was a struggle which we had to train. 

I rewarded him every time he looked at me. 

In this vignette, Moniek and Willy are both subject in working their labor of love; they ‘gene-

rate loving’ in the other (Ibáñez Martín and Mol 2022). Moniek, for example, generates loving 

in Willy by her vulnerability to stress, back injury, and epilepsy, to which Willy responds by 

alerting. Vice versa, Willy generates loving by his careful and gentle approach to receive 
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affection. Moniek goes along with this by petting him. Besides, the effort (labor of love) 

Moniek puts in the training of Willy teaches Willy to pay attention and initiates labor for 

Moniek. To take care of Willy, Moniek gives him a ‘nice house, a nice garden, and love’. She 

says everyone in her family treats Willy well. Moreover, Moniek puts effort in arranging play 

dates for Willy and makes sure Willy has a lot of spare time. When Moniek takes of Willy’s 

gear and says ‘Willy, you are Free! Go ahead [smiles]’, he chooses to stay close to Moniek. 

Moniek is convinced that if she is to get an epileptic episode, Willy will jump on her to let her 

know what is about to happen. This skill is not something Moniek “uses”. Moniek does not 

even know how to “use” Willy, to make him alert to her epilepsy. Willy taught himself to alert 

when he was 9 months old. Moniek attributes this to the bond she has with Willy. 

In this chapter I explained that the human-animal bond is imagined by handlers within a 

parent-infant attachment framework. Within this framework love is experienced as a close 

relationship which touches the personal world very deeply (Hoogenraad and Dundon 

2021:221). The role that love plays in bonding from an attachment framework, is an  

experience of recognition (feeling seen and loved when the dog gives “kisses”). Love is  

experienced as parental responsibility for handlers’ canine kin, which results in feeling guilty 

when the assistance dog is stressed. The type of kin that resembles the family bond does not, 

however, do justice to how handlers and dogs bond. Therefore, I drew on Haraway’s concept 

of ‘making kin’ to investigate how bonding takes shape between human and animal. The role 

that love plays in bonding, from this framework, is the construction of love within the 

human-animal bond as ambiguous. Love here is not to be romanticized, which means that a 

handler who loves her dog also accepts the practice of mirroring, knowing that mirroring 

affects the dog’s stress levels. Moreover, handlers and dogs collaborate to make kin through 

labors of love. In the next chapter I conclude how the handler and assistance dog work 

towards, and keep a bond, and I reflect on the implications of my research for policy makers, 

assistance dog handlers, assistance dogs and assistance dog organizations. 





IDIOSYNCRATIC 
TREASURES

When Onyx and I leave behind all what is either right or wrong, we explore the world without 

limitations. I just let her be, and she lets me be. Our bond feels solid and indestructible, which 

deepens our sense of being. All our quirks are welcome. I may find Onyx’ behaviors strange, 

and she may my behaviors strange. In a moment of shared openness, what is valuable to the 

one becomes also valuable to the other. So are the treasures we find and create. Each object is 

carefully chosen, by its smell, feel, texture, or looks. Each object is worked at with sustained 

attention. The outcome is a result of a labor of love, a dedicated work to appreciate Onyx’ fin-

dings and lovingly attend to the working of natural materials without destroying them. 

Through this labor we make kin with each other and Haraway’s “earth others” (leaves, wood-

chips, feces) whereby we deepen our tie. The impermeability of the idiosyncratic objects may 

never be fully understood outside the shared experience I have with my dog in working 

together with twigs, feces, and leaves. The process of making in collaboration allows me as 

artist-researcher to come as close to sensing Onyx’ treasures as possible, and to share the aes-

thetics of our affinities and meaning-making with an audience.   



















In this chapter I summarize my findings, after which I answer my main research question: 

How do handler and assistance dog work towards, and keep a loving bond? Furthermore, I 

discuss the implications of my research focus and methodology.

In chapter 6 I have shown how social norms come to matter in the way human and dog relate, 

namely that norms on dog raising and behavior circulate from (inter)national standardization 

to assistance dog schools and to handlers. Clear guidelines on how to recognize assistance 

dogs is perceived by policy maker Leana Crawford and organizations like the NEN (a Dutch 

institute for standardization) as a solution to current accessibility issues assistance dog teams 

experience. Although these standards may make it easier to recognize certified assistance 

dogs, by observing the behavior they should display, the risk is that the public becomes less 

tolerant of assistance dogs who do not meet these standards. This lack of tolerance fosters 

handler’s insecurity, who works hard to alter the dog’s behavior. 

 In chapter 7 I investigated the process of how handlers come to understand- and learn 

with their canine companion. One central element to this understanding is handler’s know-

ledge on dog behavior based on two discourses, namely behavioralist knowledge, and animal 

mirroring. Because neither of these explanations are sufficient in deciphering (non)verbal 

communication, I moved on to an alternative solution to the “problem of translation”. This 

solution is characterized by experimental learning and play, through which the handler learns 

when the assistance dog ‘enacts’ his appreciation. 

 In chapter 8 I looked at the role that love plays in shaping the handler-assistance dog 

bond. Based on my ethnographic fieldwork and the results of my survey, I conclude that the 

role that love plays in a framework of attachment, is the role of recognition, for example  

feeling seen and loved. Yet genealogical kin, and with that the role of love, does not do justice 

to the specificities of the handler and dog bond. I suggest Haraway’s concept of ‘making kin’ 

to investigate kinship and bonding between humans and animals. The role that love plays in 

this framework, is the construction of love within the human-animal bond, as ambiguous. The 
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handler can love an assistance dog and enjoy the assistance dog’s mirroring, something that 

can be risky for the dog’s mental health. In coming to understand the conditions under which 

this love is possible, I learned that handlers and dogs collaborate to make kin by performing 

labors of love, in which both are subject who generate the loving. 

  Throughout the chapters I hinted at the dedicated work handlers and dogs do, to work 

at and keep their bond. In my artistic research I worked at my bond with Onyx by collecting 

items that are valuable to Onyx. I pursued the value of “rubbish” by touching and transfor-

ming horse manure into works of art. Through this labor I learned about Onyx’s boundaries 

and preferences, which objects I am allowed to work with, and which objects are of limit. I 

used the word “idiosyncratic foraging” to point to the unusual way in which we get to know 

each other outside the more institutionalized training tracks of becoming assistance dog. 

These official training tracks include working on the dog’s “unwanted” behavior. Often  

handlers work on altering their own expectations of their dogs since they know that striving 

towards perfectionism can sabotage the bond. Play proves to be a more successful practice of 

bonding. This is illustrated by Jamie and Doodle. Through play Jamie and Doodle learn to 

respect each other’s boundaries, which strengthens their bond. 

  Assistance dogs work at the human-animal bond by acting upon the handlers’  

communication signs. They may copy the handlers’ behavior or feelings and alert to the  

handlers’ stress symptoms. Dogs, as well as handlers, care for each other’s bodies. Willy, for 

instance, puts a lot of effort in staying focused, so that he can provide for Moniek’s needs by 

means of medical alert. In doing this work, Willy has proven himself loyal. Moniek can count 

on him for alerting to her epilepsy, just like other handlers count on their dogs for signaling 

anxiety or sensory overload. Loyalty of the assistance dog, an attribute which handlers  

mentioned as important, reinforces the handler-assistance dog bond. 

The implication of this research for policy makers, assistance dog schools, handlers, and their 

assistance dogs, is a shift in perspective. Instead of understanding an assistance dog as  

medical tool, the insights of this research illustrate, that the assistance dog is rather a subject, 

who collaborates with handlers and trainers to become assistance dog. In this process of  

becoming assistance dog, making kin and bonding is valuable for human and dog. Through 

working together, dog and handler are confronted with each other’s quirks and weaknesses. 

“Misbehaving” in public space is not to be seen as a failure of the intervention. Even though 
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the dog does not always accomplish the desired effect of mitigating handler’s symptoms, the 

imperfections of living with differences and vulnerabilities is valuable. It is by collecting 

knowledge about one another in the figurative forest of miscommunications, which I refer to 

as idiosyncratic foraging, that we learn what is valuable in assistance dog- and handler’s life 

and relationship together. Namely, that we are not fundamentally different, and that through 

mutual labors of love we can bond and flourish. 

  I hope that this study’s insight, that is, the assistance dog is not solely valuable for  

handlers when its effective in terms of reducing mental health problems, inspires future  

researchers who want to study the assistance dog intervention. What researcher can do to be 

more inclusive towards what handlers value, is to let handlers exercise control over their own 

lives as they proclaim what is best for themselves and their dogs (Charlton 1998:4). Besides, 

multispecies ethnography teaches us that animals do and can communicate their preferences. 

It is with an illustration of assistance dog’s agency that I end this thesis. Assistance dog Beau 

makes herself heard by acting in perseverance, to care for Irene who needs support yet pushes 

Beau away. Here it becomes clear that dog and handler have become, and are becoming, 

someone in relation to the other that they are not at the beginning of their life together. 

She is as stubborn as I am, and she keeps going until I permit her to lie down on me… She 

keeps pushing until I sit down. I learn from her that it is better to allow her to help me by 

giving pressure, and she learns from me that it’s better for both of us to disobey my “no”. 
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